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ABSTRACT

The backfire bifilar helical antenna, consisting of two opposed helical

wires fed with balanced currents at one end, is a new type of circularly

polarized antenna. When operated above the cutoff frequency of, the principal

mode of the helical waveguide, the bifilar helix produces a beam directed

al~ng the structure toward the feed point. The term "backfire" is used to

describe this direction of radiation in contrast with "endfire" which denotes

radiation away from-the feed point.

Radiation patterns, measured for a wide. range of. helix parametersB,

show maximum directivity slightly above the cutoff frequency. The pattern

broadens with frequency, and; for pitch angles near forty-five degrees, the

beam splits and scans toward the broadside direction.

Near field measurements show.the current decaying rapidly to a level

about twenty decibels below the input level at a rate that increases with

frequency. Phase measurements in the near field show that in the feed region

the direction of phase, progression is toward the feed point. the oppositely

directed phase progression and direction of energy flow is characteristic of

a backward wave. The direction of phase progression is consistent with the

backfire direction of the main beam observed in the radiation patterns and

the increasing rate of current decay is consistent with the broadening of

the main beam with increasing frequency.

A theoretical analysis of the bifilar helical antenna is obtained. It

is based upon"the semi-infinite motl4 using thin wire assumptions. These,

so-called, linearizing assumptions consist of replacing the current distribu-

tion on the surface of the wire with a line current ohtVthe center line of the

Y



wire and of satisfying the boundary condition along bne line on the conducting

"surface. The Fourier transform of the current.distribution on the semi-infinite

hq,lix is/deduced from)the deter4nantal equation'of the bifilar helical wave-

guide-by a Wiener-Hopf techaiqd! The relation between this Fourier transform

and theradiation pattern of the backfire bifilar helical antenna is shown.

The results predict the. patterns of the experimental study and show the effect

of wire size on antenna performance.

L.C."
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the Problem

j The purpose of this study is to provide a mathematical model of the

backfire bifilar helical antenna which contains the essential leatures of

the practical antenna and which is. amenble to solution. This model,has

been solved for the far field radiation pattern of 'the antenna, and the

results are compared with the radiation patterns that have been obtained'

experimentally. One outstanding characteristic of these patterns is that

_ \principyl direction of radiation is in the backfire direction. The

backfire direction of a surface wave antenna is along the structure toward

the feed point. Radiation in this direction can be associated with a phase

progression toward the feed point, while the group velocity must be away

from the feed point. 'This is characteristic of a backward wave of current

on the structure. The term "backfire" is used for contrast with the more

usual endfire surface wave antenna for which the principal direction of ra-

diation is away from the feed point of the structure.

The backfire bifilar helical antenna, shown in Figure 1, is constructed

of two helical wires wound in a right circular cylinder with a constant

pitch. The corresponding points of the wires are located at the ends of a

diameter of the cross section of the cylinder. The helical wires are fed

with balanced currents from a source on the axis of' the cylinder. A com-

plete description of the antenna includes: thd46\radiuis b, measured from

the axis of the cylinder to the center line of a conductor; the pitch dis-

tance p, measured along a generator of the cylinder; the wire radius a,

and the total length of the antenna.,
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1.2 Method of Solution

'A solution of ,the backfire bifilar helical antennaproblem is obtained,

first, by considering jhe basic helical geometry to be extended to infinity

in both directions, This is the helical wav,eguide"'problem which already has

an extensive literature. An exact account of the boundary conditions in this

problem involves finding a current distribution over the surface of the

conductor which makes the tangential electric intensity vanish everywhere

on the surface of the conductor. An approximation used by Sensiper. and

2.
Kogan is to'require that the tangential electric intensity vanish only

along some line along the surface. This approximation is good for rela-

tively thin conductors. Sensiper, in treating the tape helix, makes a

further approximation in assuming a functional dependence for the distribution

of current across the width of the tape. Kogan makes a similar approximation

by assuming that the surface current distribution may be replaced by a

current flowing along the center line of the helical conductor. The ap-

'> proximations involved in replacing a surface current by a line current and

in satisfying the boundary conditions along only one line of the surface

have been termed linearizing approximations. A formulation of the helical

waveguide problem, similar to that of Kogan, is used in this study.

Using the above approximations, the desired current distribution

becomes a function of only one variable.. This variable may be either

distance along the helix or distance along the helical axis. In this paper.

the helical axis is taken to coincide with the z-axis of a cartesian

coordinate system, and z is taken as the independent variable of the current

distribution. The integral equation-for the current on the helical waveguide

now has the form of a convolution integral. This happy circumstance related,
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to invariance under a one dimensional Abelian congruence'group, suggests a

solution by Fourier transformation. The determinantal equation for the

Fourier spectrum of the current distribution has three pairs of real roots

at the lower frequencies. As the frequency is increased, two pairs of roots

tend together and coalesce at the critical frequency, f . This frequency
c

marks tile lower limit of the range of frequencies of interest 'in this

study. The critical frequency depends, in a complicated way, upon the

radius of the helix, its pitch, and th-,condudtor radius, and no simple

expression is given for it.

The second step in the selution of the backfire bifilar helial antenna

problem is to obtain a solution for the current distribution on a helical

waveguide extending only along the positive z-axis of the coordintte system.

This is accomplished"by a Wiener-Hopf factorization of the tranSfprmed

solution for the helical waveguide. The boundary conditions on the factori-

zation are such that the current is identically zero for all negative z and

approaches a finite non-zero limit as z approaches zero from the right. The

discontinuity in the current at the origin is the source of energy in the

problem and corresponds to a pair of oscillating point charges separated

by the helix diameter, The result of this calculation is.the Fourier

transform of the current distribution on a semi-infinite bifilar helix" fed

by a charge dipole in the plane z = 0.

The solution obtained in this way is limited by the linearizing appro.xi-

mations described abov6. The remaining approximations in the theory

developed here are contained in equating this solution to the radiation

pattern of a finite-length bifilarhelical antenna fed from., a source on its

axis. The practical antenna differs from the mathematical model in'the

k !I



vicinity of the feed point by the addition of a current flowing along a

diameter of the cylindrical cross section. Thts 'addi.tional current element

is short in the range of helix`diamnl•rs of primary.interest in this study

and will not contribute noticeabl. to the radiated field. Measurements

of the current on several models of the bifilar helix above the critical

frequency show that the current decays rapidly with distance from the

feed point. At a level about 20 decibels below the input value, an-und-amped

wave becomes dominant, Because of the rapid attenuation of current on the

bifilar helix, the radiation pattern of the fidite"structure is expected

to be the same except for "end-fire" radiation caused by the residual

"free-mode" wave, It is well known that a finite line current distribution

and its far field radiation. pattern are Fourier transform pairs. This is

extended here to include the semi-infinite structure, and it is shown that

in this case also the radiation pattern is simply related to the transform

of the current distribution as a function of z except in the vicinity of

the current distribution at infinity.

The Fourier transform of the current distribution is obtained by

numerical techniques usingan automatic digital computer, The computed

patterns based upon this Fourier transform show good agreement with

measured patterns presented in this report, This confirms the validity

Sof the approximations used in constructing the mathematical model of the

antenna.

l".8 Review of Helix Analysis

, The study of electromagnetic wave propagation on helical conductors

through 1955 has been summarized by Sensiper and his thesis contains

..an extensive bibliogr.aphy of the literature. He obtains an exact solution
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of thd "tape" helix by expressing its field as a sum of sheath helix modes

and by, requiring the tangential electric. intensity to be zero on the tape.

The resulting arithmetic is found to be. intractable, and he quickly obtains

a more-manageable approximate solution by, requiring only that the tangential

electric intensity at the center of the tape be zero, When the resulting

2
expression is compared with that obtained by Kogan. from a potential

integral formulation, they are found to differ principally in the fOrm of

the convergence factor introduced by the approximation, Kogan treats the

helical wire model with the null field boundary condition satisfied only at

.,the points of tangency between the helical conductor and-a cylinder with

radius equal to the outer radius to the helical wire.

The work of these authors is directed ,toward the evaluation of the

firee-mode" propagation constants for undamped traveling waves of current

1
on the helical conductors. Although Sensiper does devote some space to

the source problem, his formulation of thi's, problem is for the infinite helix.

It is used to interpret the "free-mode" solutions of the source free problem.

Many authors have contributed to the literature on the helical waveguide,

Since their work has been reviewed by SensiperI' '3the bibliography is not

reproduced here.

1.l Helical Antennas

The helical antenna which most nearly approaches the backfire bifilar

helical antenna in performance is the helical beam antenna introduced by

Kraus in 1947, Kraus1s antenna is a monofilar helical wire fed at one

end against a ground screen. The properties of this antenna have been

discovered by experimental techniques. The current distribution on helical '

5
structures of this type was studied by Marsh The analysis of a helical

S... ...
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antenna of this type suffers the same difficulties as the analysis of

'the usual end-fire surface wave antenna. For both of these the feed

region •and the terminating region are important in determining their radiation

characteristics. In contrast, the characteristics of the backfire bifilar

helical antenna are controlled by the input region.

A bifilar-version of the Kraus helix/has been reported by.Holtum
6 .

This antenna is constructed of two coaxial helical wires on the diameters of

the supporting cylinder. Each conductor is fed against a ground screen with

the exciting currents in phase opposition. This differs from the backfire

bifilar helical antenna in which the conductors are fed at one end, one

against the other, without the presence of a ground screen. It is the

absence of the ground screen that distinguishes the backfire helix from

the Kraus-type helix. This fact is essential to the performance and

analysis of the backfire helical antenna.. On the other hand, the number

of helical conductors is not essential to the backfire characteristic

of the antenna. A backfire monofi ar helix is shown to have substantially

the same radiation characteristics"as the backfire bifilar helix. The

monofilar helix, however, is more difficult to feed in" the backfire mode.

Although both the Kraus helix and the backfire bifilar helix are

circularly polarized, several differences in the performance of these

antennas must be noted. The beam width of the Kraus helix decreases with

frequency while the backfire helix beam width increases with frequency.

The gain of the Kraus helix increases with length"while the gain of the

backfire helix is independent of length provided the ,length is large

"enough. Finally, "the Kraus helix is an end-fire antenna in contrast to

the backfire helix which radiates along the helical axis toward the feed

point,;.

V V
9J 11
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1.5 Organization

In the present section, the bac.Wf ire bifilar,)heliual antenna is described

and compared with other helical antennas of similar character. A description

of the method used to obtain a solution for the radiation pattern of the

antenna is given, and a brief review of the literature on <the helical wave-

guide is included. In Chapter 2 the relation betweeq( tv radiation pattern

of a helical antenna and the Fourier spectrum of its current distribution

is discussed. This motivates the work~of the three following chapters in

which the Fourier spectrum of the current distribution is obtainedc

Chapter 3 describes the approximate determinantal equation for the

helical waveguide as it is used in this study. This is derived from the

potential integral with a linear current approximation. The equation

describing the helical waveguide is factorized in Chapter 4 by the method

of Wiener-Hopf, and the evaluation of the resulting expression by numeri,cal

techniques is described in Chapter 5. The results of the numerical computation

are presented in Chapter 6 along with the experimental results, This Chapter

also indicates the connection between this study and the log-spiral and other

frequency-independent antennas, Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes the work.

.t,.t
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2. THE HELICAL ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERN

2.1 Formulation of. the Vector Potential

Since the purpose of this study is to.develop a theory that is capable

'of predicting the radiation patterns of the backfire bifilar helical antenna,

and since the geometry of the problem lends itself to a solution by Fourier

transformation) a relation between the radiation pattern and the Fourier,

spectrum of the current distribution for the bifilar helix must be obtained.

This section is devoted to establishing that relation.

The radiation pattern of an antenna will be taken to mean the angular

distribution of electric intensity in spherical coordinates at a large dis-

tance from the antenna. When only those terms that vary inversely withodis-

tance are retained", the electric intensity is related to the magnetic vector

potential by

•xr = -ik Ax * (1)

where r is a unit radial vector

k =,1 is the propagation constant of free space

is the intrinsic impedance of free space

Thus the radiation pattern is related to the angular distribution of the vector

potential, and the vector potential is deduced from the current by the well

known integral formula

A6r) =JJJ G(r, r ) I(r') dv (2)

where

G-k. -A exp [-jki_ r-r& I]
Gr, r )L =L

4r , -1 Ir-

• *1



is the Green's function in an unbounded homogeneous isotr6pic three.dimensional

space,'

r is the radius vector to a point of observation and

r is the radius vector to a source point.

By the method of induced sources, we may replace the conducting boundaries

at the surface of the helical wires by a surface current distribution existing

in homogeneous space. If this current distribution equals the surface current

on the helical conductors, the fields external to the conductors are unchanged

by removing the conductors from the space. If the conductors are sufficiently

thin, the field produced by the surface current distribution will not differ much

from that produced bya current distribution on the center line of the helical

wire. This approximation limits the analysis to thih wire helices, but it

has the advantage of converting,the volume integral in Equation (2) to a line

integral.

The bifilar helix then can be considered as two helical lines of current.

'Apoint on line one with axial. coordinate z will have cartesian coordinates

P1  (b cos Tz","b sin Tz/, z')

where

T 21/p

p =pitch of helix

b radius to centerline,

and the unit tangent to the helical wire at that point is given by

A. A -A I A.
u -x cos 41 sin rz +y cos '4 cos Sz +z sin

where 4 is the pitch angle of the helix given by

217 b
,cot -2 :b TbP

p

if .. t '

.Iq,',
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At the same value of the axial coordinate z a point on line two will have

cartesian coordinates

P C-b cos Tz', -b sin Tz' z')

with unit tangent
4• A -A A

u lcx COSt sin TZ - A cos SI cia +z sin +

The distance between a remote point (r, 6, ) and a point on line 1 is

given by

[= r sin 0 cos c'-b cosZ

4- '(r sin S sin K-b sin TZ )2 + (r cos 6-z)2] 1/2

or

r 2-2br sin Q cos (Tz 4- -.b2+z 1/2

Similarly, the distance between the remote point and a point on wire 2 is

given by

r 2 2I42br sin 6 cos (Tz-) +b2+z
r2 =.

The currents on the helical line can be considered to be a function of

the axial variable z # alone. If the currents in the two wires are equal and

oppositely directed for the same value of z', Equation, (2) may be written

...-. ekr -jkr

(r) cos - + -- sin Tz I ( dz

x 4,\411r 1  4'1rr2 /

(r) = cos, -j l -
A (r)=COSt ekj * Jz 2) COS IZ C1 dZ' (3)Ax Tr

*1(ekr 1  jr2

A(r) sn1 -y JI (a') dx'

2.2ý Transformation by Parseval's Theorem

In Equation (3), the vector potential at the point Cr, O, 4) can be related



to the Fourier spectrum of the current distribution by Parseval's theorem.

Parseval's theorem states; Given two functions, F(z) and I(z), of the

9 spatial variable z with Fourier transforms, F(P) and I(•), in the transform

variable P,

F*(z) I(z) dz =27f 0 P(P)I(f) dP

where 7(P) is related to I (z) by

I(P) = / I(z)e dz

This introduces the Fourier transform of the current distribution into the

calculations for the vector potential. In this paper the.tilde &) is used

to ,denote the Fourier transform of a function of z, and the asterisk (*) is

used to denote the complex conjugate of a function. It is now necessary to

find the Fourier transform of the remaining factor in the integrand and to

evaluate the transformed integral at a point remote from the helix. The complex

conjugate of this factor in the first integral of Equation (3) can be written
eJkr eJkr2 )JTZe-J~z

F*(z) e, %4" s + e r?)2 sin T = (g+g ) e j -j

14T 7 2' 87TJ

where gl and g2 are, the functions discussed in Appendix A
2- 2 2 1/2exp (jk[A +2AB cos (db+Tz) +13 (z-d)2I/)

9• - A2 72•'.AB cos (p,_.z).+B2 +(.-d )2]1/2

where

A = r sin 6

B= b

d = r cos e

Using Equation (A-5) and the shifting theorem for Fourier transforms we obtain

: . ." A

hI
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n even
... ]1/2 H(1) ([k2 r(B_(n+1)T)2]l/2)

• , . J (bO[k2-8 (- ) (rsn

-e(B-(n-I)T) r cos e +ne veI.
In this way, using Parseval's theorem, the fir'st equation in (3) becomes

j (b[k2-(B-(n-l)T)2]1/2)H(1) (r sin elk2-(B-(n-1)T)2] 1/2)
n n

A r+C°s • sd .j(B-(n-1)T) r cos eJný

A (r)-~ d~-oB1 *een even

-Jnb[k2B-(n+ 1)T)2]/2H(l) (r sin P[k 2 -(B-(n+1)T) I )

ej(B-(n+l)T) *r cos EeJný.'

2.3 The Far-Field Radiation Pattern

The asymptotic estimation of this integral follows that given in Appendix B.

In this case the change of variables (Equation B-4) is

B -(n-l) T = k cos a

or

B -(n+l) T = k cos a

Thus we have

A (r)-+j• cos 'J G J (kb sin 0)[I(k cos B.+.(n+I)T)-T(k cos e+)(n+l)Tr)]e ný
x "n vno n

neven

where
-jkr 0e o

G -o 4l•r
0

In this way Equation (3) becomes .'.

A (r " +j7F cos , G J (P)[ I(k cos O4(n-l)r) -T(k cos B+(n+l)T)]eojn4 (4)
n even .

A ( flcos E , GJ (P)[I(k cos .+.(n-1)T) +.I(k cos 0+(n+l)T)]en even

jný, -A (r) ' 2V sin GoJ(p) I(k cos O+nT)e
.. nodd
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where

P = kb sin 8

These series are rapidly. convergent if I(k cos O+nT) is bounded on n because of

the properties of J (P). The ratio of the first two of these to J (P) is shown
n 0

in Figure 2. In addition, it will be shown later that for the backfire bifilar

helix 1n (k cos, S+-T).J also decreases rapidly with n. Thus the radiation fieldn

of the backfire bifflar helix may be represented by the first terms of Equation (4)

with little error giving

A (r•) J1 cos Y G J (P)[I(k cos 0-T)-I(k cos e8+T)]x 0 0

A (r) - Woos Y.,G J (P)[I(k cos 6 +T)+I(k cos -r)] (5)y 00o

A(V M. 2W sin Y Go J 1 (p))I(k cos e+)eT e+ I(N cos G-T)e J]

From Equation (5) it is obvious that the backfire bifilar helix radiation

pattern is the sum of right-handed and left-handed circularly-polarized components.

The ratio of these components on the axis of the antenna is given by

1(1-k)
I('.l-k)

The axial ratio of the polarization ellipse is deduced from this by the

equation
'•' l+r

R ='-. (6)
1-r

Computed values of the axial ratio are described in Chapter 6 of this report.

The relation between the radiation pattern of the backfire bifilar helix

and the Fourier spectrum of its current distribution is established. The

spectrum of the current distribution on the semi-infinite helix will be deduced

from the determinantal equation for the infinite helix. The determinantal.equation

"for the infinite bifilar helix is derived in the next chapter.

<I .

• . .,'SN
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3. THE BIFILAR HELIX DETERMINANTAL EQUATION

3.1 The Complete Circuit Equation

The electromagnetic field in an infinite homogeneous isotropic medium can

be obtained from the magnetic vector potential A and the scalar potential V

using the relations

H-= VxA

H =,-jkt A-VV

If the divergence of A is chosen to be

V-A = -jk/• V

these potentials satisfy the scalar and vector wave equations,

(7+k
2 )V = _P

The solution of these equaltions can be written in terms of the Green's

function of the medium

a(•, ',) --exp[-jklr--'P{

asrr

V(r) -. JJJG(r, r )P(r) dv

A(r) f ! ) I(r-) dv (8)

Using the equation of continuity

V.T = 'jwp

in Equation (8) with Equation (7), there results

V= jXýk C (r, 'r') V'I (-:) dv (9)

7V =-E -J9kJ (rj , P) I(r) dv

which forms the basis of the complete circuit equation.
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The circuit equation for the bifilar helix is obtained by replacing

the conducting boundaries of thehelical wires by the current. distribution

on the surface required to produce Oero tangential electric intensity there,

The equatipn is simplified by tlinearizing the boundary condition., This is

based on two thin wire approximations; first, it is assumed that the current

distributiop on the surface of the wires can be replaced with a line current

distribution at the center of the wire, and, second, it is assumed that, if

the electric field is zero along only.one line of"the surface, the resulting

p solution will be a reasonable approximation to the exact solution. These

--assumptions are good if'the wires are sufficiently thin.

In this analysis. the current will be assumed to exist on the line

defined in cartesian coordinates by

P1 = Cb cos Tz'[ b sin Tz', z")

P = (-b cos TzI, -b sin TzW, z')
2

-and the null line will be taken as defined by

q= (b cos Tz , b'sin Tz, z)

"q= (-b' cos TZ, -b sin TZh z)

where

b =b-a

b = distance from helix axis to wire centerline

a = wire radius

Thus, the currents and potentials can be considered a function of the z

coordinate alone. Because of the constant pitch angle of, the helix,

. = cot- (2nrb/p)

an elementary displacement along the axis is related-to one along the wire by

"dz= sin W dp

S~~~~~~%-•' ,,, '.
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Thus on wire one

dI(z'),V, I (r =sin
dz

:VV(r") sin k •u(z) dV(z•

u (z') u (z') II
A 111where u1 =-cos sin Tz+^ cos cos 2ý sin 4

In these equations it is assumed that the pitch angle ofthe null line C'is I
equal to the pitch angle @of the centerline of the wire. The correct result is

eoa t cot otepchagecot+

where I

S=a/b

The approximation (0 =) is consistent, with the thin-wire assumption used I
throughout this study.

3.2 The Determinantal Equation for the Monofilar Helix

Equation (9) will be applied first to a single wire helix so that the I
modification of the determinantal required for the balanced bifilar helix

will be made evident. The current is confined to the line p., and the potential I

is evaluated on the line ql" Since the electric field strength is assumed zero'

along this line, Equation (9) becomes

V(z) =j f GII(z; z) sin d dI 1 (zd

00

dVd

sin -j" GI(z z u (z).u (z Ii(z') dz' (0)
dl'~ f 11 (0

If the-first equation is differentiated with respect to z, multiplied by sin 1
and equated to the second equation; the result is

00 2 dG ii(Z, z) dI(z/) 2 A
• fsn 2  d z d7- + k (Ul(z).u (z') G (Zý Z') ;(z')] dizjdz dz 1. 1 1 z)Iz) z (11)1
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where

2 2_ / / + 2 .1/2
(') -exp[-jk[b +b'-2bb cos T(z-z) + --i)

41[b 2+b 2-2bb' cos T(z-"z) t (z-az)2 1/2

and
u I(a) o (z).= (a-a) :=cos cos r(z-z/) + sinY

are even f"•nctions of the difference in z coordinates at the source and

observation points.

Because G and C are -functions of the difference in the z coordinate,

Equation (11) is a convolution integral

-00z Zz-z') I Wz) dz' 0(i

where Z is the operator11

- -dGO (Z'Z ) d
Zd(a-z) z -k G ((Z-Za) -k cot 2 'cos T(z-za) G (Z-Za)

The Fourier transform of G (Z-aZ) is deduced from the result of Appendix A by

g*(z)

11 41r

where

S exp(jk[A-2ABcos (+÷.Tz) +B2 4(z-d) ] 1/2)

91(Z) = [A 2-2AB cos ('F.Iz) +B2 4(z-d)2I1/2

and where

A b=

B =b

4=0

"d=0

S~/
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is

- 2) ( H(2
n=-00n

or

o( = - I (b[(B-nT)2 -k ] 1/2) K (b[(B-pT)2-k ]1/2)
41r n1o nn

For convenience we will define a new function

B (8) . n (b'[(8.-nT)
2 -_k2 ]1"K (b[(8.-nT)

2 -Ik 2 ]1/2)
n n n

The function, 0 (8) now has the simpler representation

N n

(13) - Er B (B)
I)GI 47r n=- Do n

The Fourier transform'of Z(z) is given by

22 k2 cot 2'Fz 11(B) (B-k) G I(B) 2 [Gfl (B+T)+a11(3-T)]

This function has infinitely many branch points located at

8 = n-tk n 0, +1, -2,'

The Fourier transform of Equation (12) is

Zl(8)(8) = 0 (13)

The spectrum of the current on the infinite monofilar helical waveguide given

by Equation (13) must be a distribution of point support at the roots of

Z(8) and, therefore, is a polynomial of delta distributions there. However, by
7

analytic continuation of the distribution into the complex B-plane, it can be

shown that the order of the distribution must be one less than the order of the

root. Sincethe roots of Z(8)Y are of first order, no derivatives of the delta

appear. The current distribution, therefore, .is a sum of traveling waves with

propagation constants'given by the roots of Z(8).
2

In investigating the roots of U13), Xogan rearranges terms in the form



00

B nB(q3#r) + B n-r) 2

=Tan L3(_i

2n=-0o

The function on the left can~be called F2 (p) and, following Kogan , is sketched

in Figures 3, and 4, It can be seen.that F 2 (p) is approximately equal to one in

"the range

< n < 1- -k n= 0, 4-1, +2,...¶ 'r T -- -

except near T = - k where the terms B in the numeratorhave a logar'ithmic
P 0

singularity contributed by the modified Hankel function of zero order or near

P= k where B (P) in the denominator is., logarithmically singular. In this

range the root of Z (P) is given approximately by

j32 2
_= 1 + cot i

k2'

or

= k/sin LP

The roots of Z(•) are-at the intersection of F 2 () and the parabola

"2 2 ]7
For k small it can be seen that there are three roots: one near p = k/sin .j,

one near 1 1-k, and one near l z 1,.k. Since Z(P) is an even function of P

there are also three corresponding roots'on the negative P-axis.

The functional dependence of"the roots of Z(•) on the frequency, k, is

conveniently displayed on the Brillouin diagram, als'o called the p-k diagram,

shownin Figure 5. In this figure, due to Sensiper , the variables are

normalized with .respect to T (T1T2W/p) The deviation of the curve from the
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asymptote,

k/sin

near 3 0 can be interpreted as coupling between the current wave and a-i+
linearly polarized plane wave, and the deviation near =T-k can be interpreted

as coupling with circularly polarized plane waves. This coupling is indicated

by the logarithmic singularities and depends upon the wire thickness 6(6=a/b)

of F 2 (•) shown in Figure 3.

3.3 The Determinantal Equation for the fifilar Helix

When the second conductor is added to, the problem, Equation (12) becomes

00

S(z-Z') Ii(z') Z Z 2 (Z-z') I2 ( ')] dz' (14)

where

d ( )d k2  (a-ZI2(z-z') d-• GI k - (z-z') GI2(Z-z)

12 , d 12 dxz' Cjz 12 12

In this equation

2 2 ,21/2
G (a-') exp(-jk[b 2b' +2bb' cos T(z-z')+(z-Zv) I/)

14T[b 2 b' 2 +.2bb' cos T(z-z')4.(z-z')

relates the potential at wire one to the current on wire two, and

A A2 '2
C (z-') Z u (a) U (a') .... cos + cos T(a-a') + sin i
12 1 2

is the cosine of the angle between the line element at the source point and

the line element at the observation point.

The' fourier transform of G (Z) is
12

G12 (P) .-. [ Y (-l)"Bn(p)
47T n"-oo

and. that of Z (Z) is
12

" 22cot2

Z G - -( kc + G • .]
"2 1q12 i (22,[
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It follows then that the Fourier transform of Equation '(14) is

.z11 () TI(j) + Z12 () I(P) = 0 (15)

If the excitation of the bifilar helix is balanced (I =..I -I2)

1 2

Equation (15) becomes

Z(P) I (P) 0 (16)

where

Z(3) = 1 1 (P) -Z12 (P)

or

2)[Z k 2 ct2 1 l
Z(P) =(P -k )[ 11 (f)-G 12 (P)] - 2ct1J

22 12

When this is written in terms of the functions B (P), it becomes

222_2.k 2 ct24ITZ(• = (3-k2) > Bn(I•) k~cot2l
47 ) n odd 2 [B.(P+T)+Bn (P-T)] (17)

n odd n even

All branch points (P=nT+ k) for n even have been removed. If the equation

for the roots of Equation (17) is cast in Kogan's form, we obtain

n even [n (+T)+Bn(I-T)]
F2 = 2 n odd Bn(P)

This function is similar to that of the monofilar helix except that the

logarithmic singularity at P = k has been removed. The resulting modifi-

cation to the monofilar helix is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The Brillouin

'diagram, shown in Figure 6, no longer shows the dispersive character of the

monofilar helix in the neighborhood of P = 0.

3.4 Convergence. and Asymptotic Representation of the..Determinantal Equation

To establish the convergence of the series representation of Z(P) and

its asymptotic representation, it is sufficient to stddy the function ...

' 2I.,
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f eJk b. +b ý_bb,!o 13

11' 2.T -00.2+2.'2/2
•11(B = • ao " 4"•[b2+b -2bb "'cos Tz+.z2/2eBd

*1ii

8o(0) + L- (Bn([3)+Bn(-13)) (18),
41T2 47T2 n=l'

where '

2I,
BB = (8 1 n b'N)3z( -n

2 (B-n)2 -k2

n

When k<T all the terms in the series Equation ()drepositive except* at

mostone erm It-.follows that., it the series representation of, •l(B)covre.

where tem

then GB (B) converges absolutely

8
A result of Watson 00

n n2

i(X) KnX W z j2 (z) dz2 = f x2 nx

0

shows that In(x) Kn(x) is positive monotone decreasing. Since

x_---• 0 n 2n1

it follows that

then(x) Kn(X) (X) c e

for all real x. The recurrence formula for the modified Hankel function

dxn Kn(x) nzK
nn-

ti -x~ KCX_1

n2

x >x it follows that

Xl~nX.L) < 3. ([
r~~' (x KCx

"n2 n 2n

Thus
x n nx

( n72) ~ x) .•-
* x > 2,itfolo" ha

( K ,) < K (x
n 2 n I , n 2 nx 2 -(2n -

£ n2->2nNx
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But, in Equation (18),

x_2  b b-a =

b -b

so that,

1 B (1.)<n 2n

.¢•I Therefore

41r2 Gi(8 B (B) + E;
0 n

n=l

or

G• (f) (Bo(8) _ n .6

where

b

is the ratio of the wire radius to the mean radius of the helix. This inequality

is vAlid where no yn(f3) is imaginary. If one is imaginary, that term may be

excluded from the series without affecting its convergence. Thus the series

representation of G 1 is convergent everywhere.

When 2 (1) is evaluated for B small, the usual small argument approximation

for the large order terms of the series does not apply because the argument of

the Bessel functions 3 ,

b[ (C3-nT) 2 +k 2 ]1/2

increases with the order of the function. In this case, Debye approximations

9.
are more- appropriate.. These are

expll2( 1/2 3sih
1  n

" exp([n 2 +(b yn) 2 ]/ n snh-In(b *N )bh

n

'+ N

'N/

, , •,•N
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exp (n 2 +(bn)2/2 -n sinh|

K n(by 
bn

- K ~ b ~ ) 2 [ 2 + b n 2 ] ý I 4!

In +(by,)23(

The term

2 _ n (bT)2+ 2 2
)2_m k 2 2 1/2(i

can be approximated for large n by

2+ n)2 1/2 1n7 'cot 2

Sn B cos2TTi sin

where the relation

bT =cot

has been used. The term

n sinh- n n n i n + n. 2 1/2
bn byn byn

can be written

/L,2co2 B o 2Y ' (.k 2ct,212
n sinh, n inn+no 2 C)coYnj1

and approximated

/ n c cosl 13

n sinh-- n in li+sin C. 8 os B,'
n7

. nis--n-' sin q)

n In ( ._1 
III-, , '- .

•-)•o"' . T
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Thus the mo /fied Handel function can be approximated by

I/n • °• 1n

K n(byn) +"n--r-i sin,')

but since,
Bf3 sin =ex 13 sin

rlim 1. nT exp '
n--400

we have

K(by) [ITSin sinexp n

Similarly, using

b T cot P = (1-5) cot

we have

ncos ex

).Si sin

Thus the Bessel function product in Equation (18) can be approximated for n

"large by S' • n

(13) "' (13) OS exp -(n-.) (-1-i2n [SO- T T-11* -ino• exp -(F s -i n )

The rate of convergence of the series representation of g11 (B) can be increased

by using.K pnmer's transformation . Since the terms B (B) can be summed, the

Vresult is

((03) Vsi 7-A .niTTq cosbh 31 - )11 47r 2 sn -i-i-

in [1 cos ' (1+sin ) p - ..
..co ..s -) e- sin .0(19)

+B (8) . 7 [B (13)-B n()+Bn (-13)-Bn(-B)

n=l

Equation (19) is in the form used in the numeiical calculations of this

study.. The expressions in the f irst term are somewhat complicated, and it

S. ...2 .•
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is interesting to apply further approximations based on the assumption of

small relative wire size 6. The algebra involved is straightforward but

tedious. The result for the first'term is

-sin4 ' in s (20)

This term controls the "sharpness" of the corners of the Brillouin diagram.

It determines, in effect, the degree of coupling between the current wave on

the helical, wire and the axial plane waves of linear and circular polari-

zation, As this term becomes larger, the corrars become sharper. When it is

small, the corners will be Well rounded, and the coupling can be considered 1
large. The magnitude of this factor is controlled by the relative wire size,

and the sine of the pitch angle. As the wire size increases and also as I
the pitch angle decreases, coupling is increased, and the Brillouin diagram

will depart considerably from the asymptote

(3= k/sin ' f
On the other hand, when the wire is thin and the pitch angle is large, coupling

is small and the asymptotic form of the Brillouin diagram well approximates the

current distribution,

-It proves to be quite difficult to obtain anasymptdtic estimation of'

CS13) for large B from the series representation. It can, however, be obtained

rather easily from the integral representation in Equation (18). The integrand

has branch points at the roots of.the denominator

2 12 -'2

b +b -2bb cos 7
Z4.Z 0

This equation has no real roots. If z = xtjy, the real and imaginary parts

of this equation become

I
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bo2.bJ2-2bb/ cosh Ty COS TX4X-y 2 Q
(21)

bb sinh Ty sin TX = ýXy

The first of these equations is satisfied when

f(x, y)= g(x, y)

where
f(x, y) = 2bb cosh 2y COS x+.y2

g(x., y) = b 2+b'+ x2 2

The functions f(o,) and g(o, y) are shown in Figure 7 where q = Ty. Since

f(x, y) < f(o,.. y)

g(x, y) > g(e, y)

it is obvious that the imaginary parts of the roots at

f(o, y) = g(o, y)

have the smallest magnitude, since the second equation in (21) is satisfied

for all y when x = 0. This root. then is the' solution of the transcendental

equation

S4.b 
" 2-2bb/ cosh Ty-y2 = 0

If this equation isi.multiplied byT 2 and the substitutions

b (l- 6 )b

1/' 17= Ty

Cot t Tb

are used, the result is

£2 . 2
k+(1-6)-2(1-6) cosh 7 (07 Tan LP)

Where 6 is small 77 is given approximately by

77 & cost
, , .-

The integral in Equation (18) is evaluated by deformning the contour

upward and along branch cuts extending 'from the branch points parallel to

/.,
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the y axis. The contribution of the branch point at z = j ?7/T is evaluated

by the method of van der WaerdenI. According to this method

S = j(jz+n/T)l/2

is chosen as a local uniformizet and a Laurent expansion of the integrand about

S =,O is obtained.

exp(-jk[b 2+b 22bb cos Tz+z2]1/2) a--

[b 2+b 2-2bbt cos Tz+z2]I/2 =0 + a 1

where

1 -- J--- 

----- 

-
-l .-2(Tbb' sink 11-+.) 'D/2/T[(1-6) cot2P sink 7T+1]]

The integral of the first term is

2ja_ e ds

or

2j a_- e--

van der Waerden shows that'the remainder of the integral at this branch

point is of order *

--- 3/2
R =O(e T -3/)

The exponent at the remaining branch points are larger than fl/T, and the

contribution of these terms may be neglected for B large. Thus, we'have the *

result

1.1... (22)

r'• [ (1-) oo- 2Y sinhl+.2]T . _6, 
. . -h
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and (_ 83/2

- _ - T e - -

'/8,r[ i1b) cot24J sinh 1411] (03)

and the exponent is approximately

za sin~

The factor A( 6 ),

AC6 ) =I8nL(1-6) cotfl sinh &+iJ] (24) I
is given approximately by

1 /P sin

A(8 ) = a

d I
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4. THE.. SOLUTION OF THE SEMI-INFINITE BIFILAH HELIX

4.1 The Modified Circuit Equation for the Semi-infinite Helix

The semi-infinite bifilar helix will be taken as two helical conducting

wires originating.'in the z-= 0 plane, of a car tesian coordinate System and

*extending in the positive z direction. There will be no conducting structure

for negative values of the z coordinate, and the structure will be considered

to be coincident with that. described in the preceeding section for positive

values of the z poordinate. The lack of conducting structure in the nega-

tive half-space forces the current distribution, I"(z), to be identically

zero there. Since there is no conducting boundary in the negative half-space,

the electric field strength tangent to the null line in this space, E (z), need

no longer be zero. However, E (z) mugst be identica.lly zero for positive z.

The positive subscript is used to indicate"a function of z, identically

zero for all negative z. The negative subscript denotes a function which

vanishes for positive z.

Equation (10); in this case, becomes

V(z) j Ik Gl(z, z') sin d 1 (z. d.

-00

dV~zAdJ
sint da =E (z) -jký S 1 z ' z Z(

where only one wire is considered. The potential V(z) is eliminated by

multiplying the derivative of the first equation by sin N and equating to the

second equation. The result. after a siinp.,e algebraic manipulation is

.- A E (z) fZ(z-z/) I (Z') d•'
1 .... ! +"-0•,. +

-. J/

/ .... - ... ....
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This is the modified circuit equation for the semi-infinite helix. The

circuit equation for the semi-infinite"bifilar helix is obtained from this by

including the contribution of the second wire as was 'done in Chapter 3.

. Rk6piacing ,.the expression on the left with.V (z) givyps the-..result

•V (Z) . Z (z-z') I (z') dz' (25)

for the circuit equation of the semi-infinite bifilar helix.

4.2 The Source Problem

The Fourier. transform of the convolution integral Equation (15) is

V (B) =Z(13)'I (B) (26)

This equation contains two unknown functions of 3. Since the support of

V ,(z) is the negative z axis, its transform,
Do

V (13) z)e dz

is regular in the lower half of the complex B-plane; and since the support

of I (z) is the positive axis, its transform+

S(S)-_I S T (z) e dz

is regular in the upper half of the comp•eý& t--plane.. It will be assumed

that V (z) 11and I (z) are of decaying exponential order at infinity so that

their regions of regularity include the real 3-axis. The procedure for

solving Equation (26) used in.this study 'depends upon factorizing. Z(B) in

the form . /.

S- I. (27)

where Z (f3) is regular in the upper half-plane and Z (B3) is regular in the

loweri half-plane. By the Wiener-Hopf technique,(2), -Equation (26) can be

/1
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written

vU 03) z (B) =. (B), Z (,B) = J(1) X, (28)
- . 4 4.

If the factors of Z(1) have a common strip of regularity including the real

B-axis, then each side of Equation (28).must be the analyti6 continuation of

the Other in its region of regularity, and it follows that each side is an entire

function, J(B). If this function has polynomial growth at infinity, it is' a

polynomial, say P (B), by Liouville's* theorem. The factorization.-of Z(Q) isn

not unique because, Z (B) and Z (B) may be multiplied by the same polynomial,

Q (B), without changingEquation.(27).

To obtain a unique solution of Equation (28) it is necessary to determine

the asymptotic behavior of the factors at large Values of B. This is equi-

valent to determining the behavior of 4(z) near the origin. In this problem,4.

this determines the source conditions on the current distribution.

The backfire bifilar helical antenna will be fed at z = 0 from a balanced

transmission line on its axis. In the mathematical model considered here, the

transmission line and the wires connecting it to the helix will be neglected,

and the current dilsibution I (z) will start from some finite value at the origin.

This discontinuity in the current at the origin implies an oscillating point

,charge distribution at the end of the wire. An infinitely long thin straight

wire driven by an oscillating point charge at its end has been discussed by

13Schelkunoff1. The point charges can be considered as tir source of the currents

flowing in the .helical wires. They will be replaced in the physical antenna by

the transmission line and the connecting wires.

The discontinuity .in the current distribution at the origin implies that

the transform 1 () behaves as I/B.at' infinity. The current distribdtlion

C-'

-. .. I/

S•,, •'l: I N'
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I+ (z):c be represented as the sum of• 'a decaying exponential on the positive

z-axis starting from,.I (0) and ,a function which vanishes with some power of
4,

z for z small and vanishes exponentially for z large

I (z) = I.(0) e- #Z f(z) I'
4. 4..

.The Fourier transform of the first term is (13i÷ja) and, hence, decays as

I/B. Since f(z) is of order zn with n positive for small z, its transform must U
I

decay as B- n for 3 large and may be neglected for large B when compared with

the transform of-the first term. Now, since

.(13)-- B/B -I

and

-B A (
9 ) 3 / 2z(B) ~A e_ -r

from Equation (23), it follows that

-BiB 81/2
V (B) I I(R) 2cB)- -AB e- -

Thus if 2(O) is factorized so that

Z (6B ) B
.4.

Z (B) e"'8I/T

Equation (28) becomes

V (B) Z(1 = I (1) Z (B) =B. (29)

and the solution for ' (8) is given by

B
4- Z ( (30)

As mentioned before, the factorization of i(s) ts not unique, and the factors

obtained here could be multiplied by d polynomial Q (B). This would multiply
n

each expression in Equation (29) by the same polynomial. The result 'then would

be f

i
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n BQ(P)B

Thus, althbugh the factOrizat'ion of Z(P1 is not unique, the solution for

I(p) 1 based upon the source condition

I (z)--I (0)

+ +

is uni.que,

4.3 The Wiener-Hopf Factorization

A function K(0) can be factorized by. theorem C of Noble12 in the form

K(P) =K (P) xP.

provided that K(P) is regular and non-zero in a strip containing the real

P-axis and further that K(0) tends to +1 as the magnitude of P becomes large

on the axis. The required factors then are given by Cauchy's integral formula

as

in dx , $m(P) > 0K (P)= exp dx,, $m (P •. 0

-00

K_ =) exp [T7-..7f x~ d] '<0
-.00

These functions are bounded and non-zero in their regions of regularity, and

they tend asymptotically to +1 along the real ,axis. This theorem will be

used to factorize Z(P) after it has been properly conditioned.

Some typical graphs of the function

= *2 2[F-) - k- (k/T cot ý)
4 Z() Z B (P) - E [Bn 3 vr+T)+B (P-T)] (32)T n 2 -" n

2/ T nodd n even (

d . . , .
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for real" values of B are plotted in Figures 8-and 9. In, Figure 8 the frequency

isbelow the critical frequency (k<k), and in Figure 9 the frequency is above
c

the critical frequency (k>k). In the first instance there are three roots of
c

Z(B) on the positive 3-axis, and, of course, three corresponding roots on the

-negative B-axis since Z(B) is an even function of B. The analysis given here

will be restricted to the second case, where the frequency is above the critical

value k. and where there is only one real root, B on the. positive B-axis.
0

The reason for this restriction is the experimentally observed fact that

below the critical frequency a current traveling wave corresponding to the

smallest root of 2(8) dominates the current distribution. This result is shown

in Figure 11 of Chapter 6. The dominance of the contribution of this root is

explained by considering the residue of the inverse of Z(B) at these roots.

The residues are inversely proportional to the derivatives of Z(B) at its roots.

The derivative at the smallest root is always smaller since the function is

logarithmic in the vicinity of the two larger roots) and therefore, its residue

is the largest. Above the criti.cal frequency this root has vanished and only

the relatively weak root at B remains.0

The branch points of Z(B) at

B nT 4. k (n = , + 3, .

all lie on the real axis. This makes it impossible tofactorize the

function Z(B) into factors with a common strip of regularity including

the real axis. This difficulty can be surmounted by assuming that the

medium is slightly dissipative

k.=k -ja~-s0 2.•

The location in the complex,,B-plane of the branch points and zeros of

Z(8) for a dissipative medium is shown in Figure 1Q. The branch cuts

'AI
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"shown are chosen to satisfy the condition

e((B -nT)2-k21/2) = 0

If B = g +j 7 the equation of the branch line is

nT)• 7= -k

This provides a strip of. regularity of Z(B) of width 2a including the real axis.

The function 2(3) can be written as the product of two factors

2(B).= R(B) K(S) (33)

such that K(S) is non-zero in the strip and tends to 41 as B becomes large.

The factor K(B) is chosen so that it can be factored by Equation (31).

It is particularly chosen so that its function values are real over as much of

the real B-axis as possible. This allows a relatively simple estimate Tor the

magnitude of K (3) to be obtained as shown in Equation (41). The factor

R(S) remiining will be factored by-a variety of devices. These factors are I
B28 B •2 -k2

R(S) =A----o-- a 1'
R ([3 A 2_8)I/4 e T(34)

(13 -_B) 2
2 4.

K( S) 2(5) .en / V' 8 k 2 1/4 
1

= 2 2 (13 +k2) (35)
(S -S ) A

0

S is the root of Z(S) and the factor ([2-32) removes the zeros from K(B) "
o o

satisfying one of the requirements of Theorem C.. The exponential factor

12is chosen to give the correct asymptotic form and to be easily factorizable

2 21/4 k 1/2The factor (S +k ) is chosen to give asymptotic behavior like I.

This factor is chosen because it is 'real on the real S-axis. The term k in

the factor is arbitrary as any other constant larger than a would make this fac-

tor regular inside the strip of width 2a. With this choice of factors K(S) is

real for real k everywhere on the real axis except in the segments I S-nTl< k.

J" . ' ,
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These segments will be called the "visible regions" of the rdal P-axis since

only this part of the, Fourier spectrum contributes to 'the radiation pattern as

is shown in Equation (4).

The functici K(P) is well behaved except a l6garithmic singularity at

+ =_l+k

This singularity is integrable in Equation (21), and K(P) can be factorized

by Noble's Theorem C.

4.4 Factorization ofthe Log-integrable Function

If K(3). is represented in polar form

wK(e) = M(P) exp [jI(P)]

we may write

00

K (P) =exp ~ r in M(x) + jd4 (X) dx (36)+ 27 e j x-(
-. 00

The integral may be separated into its real and imaginary parts;

00 0 MX

in K(x) dx = -(p) dx
x-• x-•

-. 0-0

(37)
00

+j (7T In M(P) + ý(x-) dx)

The' imaginary part of this integral gives the magnitude of K+(P),

oo

IK4-( P)I ,m 4Th e x p f dx] (38)

-.00

and the real part gives the phase. The computation o' phase involves the

evaluation of an infinite integral while the magnitude is given by asum

of integrals over the visible range only

" *'
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. •. "nT+kr Ptx) r° n *_Cx) dx -"',
x-•- dx =s x-83  I

... X_ n - o ; k 
,-

where the integral over the range containing B is understood in the sense of

the cauchy principal value.

To show that the contribution to the phase integral of all terms except

for n --- 1, the following.estimate of the phase is obtained. The relative size,

of the phase values for n=l and n=2 can be obtained from Figures 8 and 9.

The function Z(B) may be written

4n 2z(3) =nodd

where
(B 2-k2)T (b'y.)K (by n)n(B (39)y

?k 2 cot2J[I n- .n )n- n n+l )n n+( n

If B is in the n-th visible range the n-th term of this series .will be complex

(B)= (B -k )Jn(b/yn) [Nn(byn)jJn(bn

Jn b/ y)[Ng.(byn)•JJ (b'y)]

+1rk2cot 241 (40)

J (b/y'[N (by) IjJ (byn)
* n1 n ni-i n ni-1

where

k 2 [ 2- ( nT) 2] 1/2I

For large values of n the first term dominates, and the phase of is given *.

by

1l J (by)%3) tan -n(byn) j(I-nTl c k)"N n (by n)

which is well approximated with the small argument form of the Bessel functions
4*
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when

k cot '< Cn

The result is [n
~(P n!in-~t n (k) 2 j cot2ý'/ •nq(p) n. (n-1) 'o4

which tends toward zero very rapidly when n increases. The 'remaining terms

of the series, being positive real increase the real part of the function in

the visible range, thus making the phase of the function even smaller than the

phase of the, complex term.

The phase of K(P) is the same as that of Z(0) except for p1 <p Here
0

division by P2 -P 2 makes K(i) positive where is negative. Only in the

range (3) < k is there a non-zero phase contributed to K(P) by the exponential

factor. Therefore, the phase integral will be approximated by

00 n +k

dxnZ Jdx n=-1, 0, 1

0- n -k

If P is in the range (T-k, T+k) the integral in that range is written

T+k T+k

d + )(P) dx+ P)- dx

T-k T-k.

or

T+k

f' P(x), dx + i T+k-3) 1 n('t))"

T-k

Thus the magnitude of K (P) is given, approximately by
+

K (T tP) k expx dx + dx+
(1 X) ,... •",,. 'T-k ... k

S(41).
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The magnitude of K (3) is given by two integrals over a finite range

while the computation of phase involves the. evaluation of an infinite integral.

The integrals of these functions are *not known in closed;-•orm, and they must

be evaluatedby numerical tenchiques. It was decided to evaluate only the

magnitude of Z (3) for this reason, and-also because this is sufficient to

determine the magnitude of the radiation pattern.

4.5 Factorization of the Remainder Function

Siqce K (8)..tends toward +i for large 13 the remainder function.

S. ,R(B) = -2B.k2 nyli exp7 (-

A2 2 1/4 ex

must be factorized to give the desired asymptotic behavior,

R (B) AB/! 4'

In addition, R, R_ and their inverses must be regular in the indicated half

planes.

The zeros (4-B ) of R can be assigned to the appropriate half plane by

considering the medium to be slightly dissipative

k = k -3a

The root k° a function of k and can ,be expanded in a Taylor series about

k . The change in B due to the assumption of a small loss, correct to the
0 0

first order in a) is given by

0 + 0

Since B3 ipcreases with k, as seen in Figure 6, the root at +B3 is shifted
0 0

to the lower half plane by a small loss, and thus,, belongs to R+. Similarly,

the root, at. -3 is a root of R
0

The exP•nential factor of R may be factorized by a method due to

%..

S. " .."

I
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12
W S Ament given in Noble

By this method, the radical in the experiment is written in the form

_d 2-P cP2 -k2  -1/2

where the first factor is entire, the transformation P = k cos e is used to

remove the branch points of the second factor

1/2g=(2_2) 1
jk sine

As shown in Figure 10, the branch point at P=k is in the lower half plane and,

therefore, must be assigned t6 g . This branch point corresponds to the

pole at e 0 in the e plane. Therefore,

____+g_ + 0

+ jI sin 9 jF sin 9

is the required separation of g. When these functions are transformed back

to the P-plane,

Wi-+j ln

g(P) 
k

has a branch point only at P=k and

-j In 
k

g(P) = k

has a branch point in the finite P-plane only at P=-k. The factor of the

exponential function, that is regular-in the upper half plane, then is

exp I2 ln k ] (42)

This function, has unit magnitude for all negative P less than"-k.

The remaining factor of R, can.. be written P-jk

tlA' I
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2 2 1/4 = 1/2
(B ÷k )(13-ik) X84 jiq "I~

The pole in the first factor is in the upper half plan41 so this factor is

part of R . The contribution of the-second-factor to-R can be obtained by j
Noble's theorem C as in Section 4.4'.' If this factor is called G, G is

+

given by j
00

G()= exp - cot ki dx (43)+ 4,f X-5

and its magnitude is given by the principal value of this integral. l

The magnitude of the remainder function then is the product of Equation (42)'

and Equation (43) with the zero at B. This may be written explicitly as i
"R+ (B) .=IB-r 0 Iexp[•- f•l 7+JV - n ln 13+ •-- exk [ - c. o dxj

-0 X-S
(44)

The method used for the numerical evaluation of Equations (41) and (44) is

"discussed in the next chapter.

I

KSI'
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5. EVALUATION OF THE SOLUTION BY NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
IA

5.1 The Quadrature Formula

14
A Gaussian quadrature formula is used in this study to evaluate the

integrals in Equations (41) and (44). It is used because it offers a potential

accuracy comparable to other available quadrature formulas while using only'

half as many ordinates. This is an important consideration here because of the

complexity of the integrand. Ir selecting a particular Gaussian quadrature

formula for an integral of the form

b

= w(x) f(x) dx

a

attention must be given to the weighting function P(x).

For the weighting'function w(x) =.1 and the interval (-i, 1), the Legendre-

Gauss quadrature is used, This quadrature formula has been well 'tabulated1 5

and can.be easily instrumented, The error function for this quadrature

formula is

2 2m+ (mI)4 (2m)

(2m+-l)[(2m)]3 f (g)

where • is in (-1, 1). The integrand in Equation (41) behaves as

1

oKx) in(l-x)

as x'approaches -1. The first derivative of this function and all higher

derivatives are unbounded near the end points of the interval, Since.; can

be any point in the interval, no bound on the error of"the quadrature formula

can be obtained.' This situation could be corrected by using the weighting

function /

"W (x) in x

S4 '

N'.

. .6 : /
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. in a small reg.on near the endpoints of the interv'l (1-k, l+k).

SThe use of a logarithmic weighting function near the end points of the
interval would require the construction of a new set of ortnogonal polynomials

on the interval of integration. This involves the moments of the weighting

function which must be evaluated in terms of the exponential-integral functions.

Since this difficulty is caused by the behavior of the integrand near the endpoints

of integration, and since the contribution of the end regions to the integral

is obviously small, it was decided to use a. sixteen point Legendrq7Gauss luadra-

ture. Although no bound can he set for the error of this quadrature formula
it is reasonable to expect that the error will be small. I

5.2 The Statement of the Problem in the Form Used by the Automatic Digital Computer

In preparing a problem for Automatic digital computation, greatest attention

must be given to the most frequent computations in the program. The Legendre- j
Gauss quadrature of the integral in Equation (41) can be considered as controlling

the program from the point of view of running time. This is caused by the

comparatively long time required to calculate the eighteen Bessel function

values required for each ordinate point. Since the quadrature points do not

depend on the particular values of 1 for which the integral is evaluated, it

was ,decided to compute the ordinate values in a separate program called the

"table generator". This program computes the function in Equation (17) subject

to the approximation in Equation (19) at each of the sixteen quadrature points

and at the thirty-six observation points given by,

1 = r+k cos 6

where 0 takes on increments of 5 from 5 to 180°0. If F(w) = 2 Z(B) is used
T) iu2

to represent the approximate form of thebifilar helix determinantal equationthen

, .<

", ,.. •:":
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F( 2 13 (B) - (.i (B)Bi+B (B))] (45)
72 T72 2 2 i-i i

iK

-e- 1) [in (-Ye) +2y3 + yee
.e T2 _ý+ye-x7. (L -)[nC+y

-k2 ya-4x 2-e.2x
cotN cosh-x [ln(1-y e-) + - + y

with i =+ l + 3

is the expression used in the machine computations, where

*1 1

x= sin sJ- int
/

cos 4 (l+sin Y)
cos qj (l+sin N")

k P
The input data for the table generator is the normalized frequency (• = ),

the cotangent of the pitch angel NJ and the relative wire size 6. The constants

x and y in Equation (45) are then computed as are those functions of these

constmnts not depending on B. These are stored for use in the later calculations.

The eight roots of the sixteenth Legendre polynomial in (0,1) are then used to

compute the values of F(B/T).in the range (0, 1-k/T). The results of this

calculation together with the sixteen .quadrature points and thirty-six

observation points in the range (1-k/T, l+k/T) are emitted on punch cards for

use by the subsequent integrating program. This program also finds the zero,

o, of F(B/T) that must be used in the subsequent calculation.
T

The zero seeking routine used,'in this program starts with an initial value

of the argument increment size, and direction of search. The increment size is

doubled at each step until the function values change sign. When this occurs a

second approximation to the root is obtained. The value of the function at this

-6.approximate root-ise calculated, andi.f it is larger than 10 , the search is again
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initiated toward the true root location with an increment one tenth as large

as the last increment used. This proc ss continues until either the function

value at the approximate root is sufficiently small (less than 10-)., or until

the increment becomes too small to modify the argument of the function (less

thanione in the eighth significant figure).

The second and final program in the set computes I (T4k cos 0) and

I (-T+k cos 0) using the tabulated data provided by the table generator,

For-each value of e in 50 increments, it, 9omputes the following factors.

P (e) • 0

Po(8) = f_13<_k0

< >k

P 2 (O)=e - j dx

C. d(x).c(kk

P 0 dx

1/
(0),0 = PT (/r e i•)

where T = 1- cos T

The constant poin the first factor is the one positive rea'l root of Z+(13),

T T

and is supplied by the table generator. The variable 13 is generated in the

Sintegrating program at 5° increments in the polar angle e corresponding, to di-

:, rection of observation of the antenna. The first factor can. be interpreted

• ~~as the contribution of the higher waveguide. mode, whose propagation constant ,

is 1o, to the radiati'on patt'ern. The next two'.factors, Pl(O) and P 2 (8), are.

4 T
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included to insure the prQper asymptotic behavior of Z (B)' and consequently of

The values are generated in the integrating program independently of the

functton values of F (y) supplied by the table generator. These factors have

relatively little effect on the value of T (8) in the visible range.+

The last two factors, P3 (e) ando 4 (O• exercise primary control over the

shape of the radiation pattern. The fac t'6r P 3 (8) depends primarily upon the

B
magnitude of F(-) at the observation points. P'((8) 'depends upon the phase at

T 4

the observation points as well as the phase at the quadrature points. The

integrating routine obtains the real and,%imaginary parts of FC-) from the table
T

supplied by the table generator and converts them to polar form. The magnitude

is then used to compute P while the phase is integrated to obtain the value of.
3

P4"

The product,-of these factors is taken for the magnitude of Z (8). The+

inverse of the product is then interpreted as the magnitude of the Fourier

spectrum of the current distribution The vector potential for the backfire

bifilar helix results when the current spectrum is multiplied by the function
k

Jo( kcot 4 sin 0)

as indicated in Equation (5). The radiation pattern can be deducedfrom this

as indicated in Chapter 2. Radiation patterns were computed for a range Gt

pitch angles, relative frequency k/T, and relative wire sizes 5. The results

of these computations are discussed in the next section wherethey are compared

with experimental results.

> . ....
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.(.EXPERI 7/AL!ANDITHEORETICAL RESULTS

6.1 The Experimental Study

the study of the bifilar back fire helical antenna was start 1ed as pa.r t

of a,,larger investigation of the properties 6f periodic .radiating structure~s.

This investigation in turn was started in an effort to learn more ..about the

16-1 19

behavior of log-periodic antennas16 18 i this connection it is suggested9

that the properties of a log-periodic structure, as a function of distance

,. from the apex, are related to those of a periodic structure whose period is

given by the local pec'i-ld of the log-periodic structure. In this sense the

hifilar helix is an analog oY the two arm equiangular spiral antenna18

The portion of a log-periSu ic antenna, nearest the feed point at or near

thehapex of the structure, acts as a transmission line aarryng the energy to

the larger portion. The energy is carried to the so-called "active region"

of the st))ructure whose position and size varies linearly with frequconcy. This

region is thought to be primarily responsible for the radiation from the antenna.

Beyond this region, ..the current decays rapidly'. These characteristics of the

blog-periodic antenna are observed for the bifilar helix when the variation of

distance from te apex is replaced with a pvriation of frequency.

The operation of the helix as a waoeguide is discussed in Chapter 3.

Theieit is seen that the propagation constant is given approximately by

B k/sin
until the sedge of the visible range is approai hed. That is until runy T

S....k = T -k
',:sin 4

This equation defines the cutoff frequency or critical frequency of the

principal waveguide moe vof an infgnisely thin helical conductor. This critical

k I) I
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frequency, normalized with respect, to Tr is calledX to avoid conxusiodl. with

the critical frequency for a finite size helicai, copductor. It is giv9n .,

explicitly by

DC sin (46)
l+sin Y

The critical frequency marks the boundary between the frequencies for which

the helical structure is primarily a waveguide and the frequencies for which

it iS. a useful antenna.

Sevejal models of the bifilar helical antenna were constructed for a

range of)Cbetween 0.05 and 0.4. The physical dimensions of these models

are given in Table I. These are based upon a frequency of 1.5 Gc, The

pitch of the helix is determined from the wavelength at the base frequency by

p )(A (47)

The pitch angle is given by

= sin- 1(1 ) (48)

and the mean radius of the helix is given by

b =L -j.T236 (49)27r

The waveguide operation of these models was.studied by sampling the fieLds

near the antenna with a current loop moving parallel with the axis of-the helix,.

A typical amplitude response of this loop as a function of distance from the

feed point is shown in Figure 11. The antenna was fed by a balanced two wire

line. Below the critical frequency, the propagation c6nstant of the waveguide

mode can be easily determined by the standing wave on the structure. The propa-

gation constants measured in this way are slhown in Figure 12. It is noted that

"the cutoff frequency for each of-these models is somewhat below due to the

finite wire thickness. The cutoff frequency for the models tested in this'investi-
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Table I

The Physical Parameters of the Experimental Models of the.Bifilar Helical Antenna

Relative* Pitch Angle
Code Name 'X. Pitch p(cm) Radius b(cm) Wire Size & 4 (degrees)

BBH-l 0.1 2 2.663 °0227 6.38

BBH-2 0.15 3 2.847 .0242 A 10.18

BBH-3 0.2 4 2.465 .0262 14.49

BBHL4 0.25 5 2.251 0287 19.47

BBH-5' 0.30 6 2.013 .0323 25.37

,BBH-6 0.35 7 1.743 .0371 32.60

BBH-7+ 0.40 16 2.85 .0226 41.82

*No. 16 AWG Tinned copperwire was used in the construction of the models.

4+The base frequency for this model was changed from 1.5 Gc to .75 Gc for
mechanical reasons.
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gation is plotted as g function of the pitch angle t in Figure 13, where it is

4 compared witht. , the normalized cutoff frequency for an infinitely thin wire

model. K

An uhusudl feature of the standing wave pattern of the waveguide mode on

the bifilar helix was noted during the course of the measurements. The apparent

guide wavelength increases with frequency from a minimum at zero frequency equal

to the pitch-of the helix to a maximum at the cutoff frequency, the max*mum

-being somewhat less than the free space wave length. This indicates that the

principal wavegulde mode on the bifilar helix is a backward wave. The phase

constant decreases with increasing frequency, and therefore, the phase velocity

and the group velocity must have opposite signs. The group velocity must be

directed away from the feed point (i.e. in the positive direction), gherefore the

phase velocity is in the negative direction as indicated in Figure 12,-

Thu measured results in Figure 12 do not seem to agree with the calculated

results'showr.,in Figure 6. However, Figure 6 gives the phase progression of the

current along the helical conductor, while Figure 12 gives the phase progression

of the near fields of the hifilar helix. The results of Figure 6 agree with the

5
results of Marsh for phase measurements along the wire. When measurements

along the helix parallel"rto the axis are made, an additional phase ehift of 2ir

radians per turn is observed. This is the expected result since the test

probe is now moving from one conductor to the other as it travels along the

helix. At zero frequency therefore, the phase changes by 7T radians as each

conductor is crossed. From another point of view, the additional 21T radians

of phase shift results from the rotation of a tangent to the helical conductor

as it moves along a turn of the helix,

'It is seen in Figure 11, that above the cutoff frequency, the standing wave

3 **,, ..

47w " l
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has vanished and is replaced by a decaying amplitude distribution. As frequency

is increased further the rate of decay increases. This is shown in greater detail

in Figure 14. At these higher frequencies, a standing wave distribution again

appears with a maximum amplitude about twenty decibels below the input level. This

is the higher order helical waveguide mode. The excitation of this mode increases

with frequency from a negligible level near the cutoff frequency of the principal

mode. The development of this mode places an upper limit on the frequencies for

which the bifilar helix behaves as a backfire antenna.

Phase measurements made in the near field above the cutoff frequency are

shown in Figure 15. In this figure the phase is normalized to the free"space

propagation constant and is plotted in centimeters. The first curve shows that

the phase is leading as the probe moves away from the feedpoint. The first

curve, slightly above the cutoff frequency, kc, "shows leading phase over most of

the length of the structure. As frequency is increased, the direction of phase

progression near the end of the structure changes and is away from the feedpoint.

The point at which the phase progression changes from leading to lagging moves

near to the feed point as frequency is increased. This corresponds to the

point at which the feed region currents have decayed to the level of the higher

order helical waveguide mode.

The near field phase measurements indicate that, although they do not

correspond to a proper mode, the feed region currents have a backward wave

character above the critical frequency, k This leading phase characteristic

persists as-long as the feed region currents are dominant on the"structure.

On the remainder of'ose structure the higher order waveguide mode,' with its

lagging phase or forward wave characteristic, dominates the current distri-

bution. The fact that in the feed 'region the direction of chase progression
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is toward thi4 feedpoint, is copsist~ent with the "backfire. radiation of the

bifilar helical antenna, since an antenna tends to radiate in the direction of

the phage prog )ession of cu:ttent..

The. measured radia.titdn patterns for the backi.ire bi nliar helical antenna

are presented in Figure 16. The patt.erns.are plotted so that their centers

give the helix radius and pitch in wavelengths at. the frequency for which the

pattern was measured. Two curves are also provided for reference,,tq the

Brillouin diagram for the biffilar helix, The curve

bA' -2rp/X
" b/k

2"7"

gives the frequency at which the propagation constant; asymptote

Sik/ysin n.i

intersects the edge of the visible range given by

8 =T-k

This corresponds to the cutoff frequency of the principal mode on a helical

waveguide with inf.ini.tely thnn conductors The curve

K' I
gives the frequency at. which the-propagati.on constant asymptote intersects

the •edge of the visible ranke given by . 5
20

This curve is given by Kraus2 as the upper frequency limit for beam mode 3
operation of the helical antenna. The range of parameters for this antenna

given by .Kraus is indicated by the broken line

The critical frequency can be determi~ned by studying the radiation ,3

patterns shown in' Figure 16. As the critical frequency is approached from

above, the patterns show increasing direcrivity characterized, i n general. ,

" ~I
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"/dl'io r baklobe. Below 70e V
a single) lobe with little or no e dZ41r e radiation back the

critical frequency,,the patterns have many lobes and the pattern shape changes

"rapidly with frequency. This indicates the standing wave current distribution

on the antenna. As the frequency is increased the patterns t~end to broaden and, -..

for larger pitch angles', tend -to form a split beam. This is due td two.,efýeqts:

first, the phase progression in the feed region tends to become fastetý than light,

and second,- the rate of current decay in the fee'd region increases, decreasing

the effective aperture.. The splitting of the main beam is not observed for

smaller pitch angles because the effective aperture is too small to formt uistinct

beams. For the larger pitch angles, the rate of current decay is smaller, and

the larger effective aperture can produce a well-defined beam. This result is

consistent with Equation (20) where it was shown that the coupling of the

antenna current to the radiated field is controlled by 6 /sin ', Since the

relative wire. size 'does not change apprecial:ly over the range of models tested,

the decreasing pitch angle serves to increase the coupling'and hence the rate of

current decay. "

6.2 Comparison of Computed Patterns with Measured Patterns

The effect of wire size is not shown in the experimental results of this

study, but it is illustrated in the computed patterns shown'in Figures 17-23.

The patterns for the' largest wire size (0 = 0.2)"show the least variation with

. fiequency. The patterns for the smallest wire size (6 = 0.002) have the,greatest /

directivity near the critical frequency, but tend to broaden faster with frequency.

It chn also be seen from the computed results that a change in wire size is,,mor%

effective in changing the shapeof the radiation pattern for larger pitch angles.

(,This again indicates the dependence of the performance of the backfire bifilar

'hlical antenna on 5/sin ..
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*k/Ta.1400 f 1400Mc k/Tum.1500 f 1500 Mc

411

k/r m.1600 f 1600 Mc k/r -.1700 f =1700 M c

BBH-I

8 Z0

k/Si 100 fiI0Mc'_ _________

Figure. 1T.; Computed Radiation Patterns for BBH'-1
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k/r.0933, f' 1400 Me k/Tc .1000 fu 1500 Mc

k/r .1067 f 1600 Mc k/r '1133 f 1700 Mc

a c.02

a -. 002---

k/rx. 1200 fa 1800 Me

Figure 18. Computed Ra'dflatibnPatterns forBBH-2
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k/T.166f= 1400 Mc k/r .1200 f 1500 Mc

k/T .2133, f=1600 Mc k/r =.2266 f 1700 Mc

BBH- 3

z..2

a. .02

a -. 002

k/r z.2400 f 1800 Mc

F~igure, 19.. computed Radiation Patterns for BBH-3
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tv,.,

~ki.

*k/r F(2633 f 1400 Mc kl/rz.2803 fl 1700 Mc

5.2.

B=.02

j 8=.002

k/T=m.3000 ýf 1I00 Mc

Figur~e 20. Compute'd Radiation Patterns for BBHw-4 .
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I It

/T f=I 400 Mc k /.r.3000 f ýI5OO Mc

k/i u.3200 f c 1600 Mc k/ir z.3400 f a 1700 Mc

=.0

B .002

k/T -.3600 f aI800 Mc

Figure 21. Comptited Radiation Patterns '.or BBH...5
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wk/r r-3267 fz 1400 Mc k /r .3500 fu 1500 Mc

k/r =.3733 f x1600 M c Or m.3967 f 1700 Mc

BBH-6

m..2

.8w.02

a z .002

k/v w.4200 f 9 800 Mc

Figure 22. Computed Radiation"Patterns for BBH-6
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k/T m.26 f /80M /,, 3 f 80M

a .002
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freque pattern was computed for each' of the antenna models for the normiialized
f requency/ '

T

Th i.s corresponds to the model frequency. of 1.5 Gc. One pattern was computed

for a frequency one hundred megacycles below this frequency,-and three were

computpd in increments of one hundred megacycles above this frequency. It

was considered desirable for uniformLty to use the same wire sizes for the entire

range e. antenna parametets. The value (6 = 0.02) was chosen as a convenient

number near the values obtained for the experimental models. Wire sizes of

,one tenth and ten times this value were used to show the effect of wire size

ton the,-performance of the antenna.

The computed patterns for the wire size & = (0,02) are compared with

measured patterns in Figures 24-30.. The agreement between the measured patterif

and the computed patterns is good in the main beam. There is a considerable

difference in the shape•' of the computed and measured patterns in, the direction

of the structure (back ,lobe), The radiation in this direction is controlled

by the length of the helical antenna in the manner described in the next

chapter. In this chapter we will limit our discussion to a comparison

betwepp the main beams of the computed and measured patterns.

In the patterns for BBH-I, Figure 24, the agreement between the computed

and measured patterns is quite good. The relative wire size of the experimental

model & = 0.0227. This does not differ much from the value (6 0,.02)' used in

the computation. In addition it can be seen in Figure 18 that the shape of

the radiation is little dependent on the relative wire size. For BBH-2 through

BBH-6 the relative wire-size increses, and the agreement between the measured

pattern and the patterns computed for 6 0.02 becomes poorer. The agreement is

VI
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k/T m.1400 f 1400 Mc k/T= .1500 f 1500 Mc

k/T =.1600 f=1600mcý k/-r:1700 f~ 1700 Mc

B BH-

MEASURED PATTERNS'

CALCULATED PATTERNS

*k/TK'-1800 f=1800 Mc

Figure 2:4. *Coniparison- be twee r, Meas ure d and Computed
Patterns for BBH-1
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k/r *.0933 f 1400 M k/r- .1000 f~ 1500 Mc

k/r =.1067 f 1600 Mc k/T:.1133 f= 170 0M c

BBH -2

ffiMEASURED ,PATTERNS

CALCULATED PATTERNS

k/T =.1200' f: 1800 Mc

Figure 25. -Comlparison between Measured apd. Computed
Patterns for BBH-2



IkIT =1866 fm 1400 Mc k/T =1200. f 1500 Mc

k k/r -.2133 f =1600 Mc k/T .2266 f =~1700 Mc

MEASURED PATTERNS

CALCULATED PATTERNS

k/r m.2400 f m 1800,N Mc

Figure' 26. Comparison bet wee'n Measured and Computed
Patterns for: BBH-3
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k/i a.2233 f= 1400. Mc k/T .2500 f1500 M

k/iT .2-667 f c1600 Me k'/T. .2833 f 1700 Mc

- . BBH -4

MEASURED PATTERNS.

CALCULATED PATTERNS..

k/.r w.3000 fuI800 Mc

Figre27 Copaisn etween Measured and ,Computed .

"patterns for BBH-4
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k/i m.2860 f a 1400 Mc k/i Z.3000 f,= 1500 Mc

k/-r P.3200 f x 1600 Mc k/i = .3400 f =1700 MC:

'~ <~ .BBH -5

MgLASURED PATTERNS

CALCULATED PATTERNS.

Figure 28-. Coprsnbetween.Moasured and Compute&'
Pa~tterns for BBH75
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k/r a.3267 f.1400 Me k /-r.3500 fu 1500 Mc

k/-r c.3733 f a 1600 Me k/T =.3967 f=1700 Mc

MEASURED), PATTERNS

CALCYLAITED PATTERNS

k/T -. 4200 fals800Me

Figure 29. -. Comparison betWeen Measured'and Computed
P7atterns for BBH-6
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kT2375 f. 700 Mc k/i .4000 f :750 Mc

k /T .4267 f =800 Mc k/T -.4533 f =850 Mc

- - -MEASURED PATTERNS

CALCULATED PATTERNS

k/Tu,80 f =900 Me

Figure 30. Comparison between Measui-ed and',omputod "C

Patterns for BBH-7
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best for the lower frequencies where the relative wire size has less control

over the pat~ern shape. Tr measured and computted patterns show the greatest

difference for BBH-6 where the relat~ive wire size (: 0.037) has its largest

value. When BaH-7 was constructed .i; was found that. the polystyrene foam core

used to support the helical wires had insufficient. strength when sized'for the

design frequency of 1,5 Go The design frequency was changed to 0.75 Gc,

This doubled the radius of the helix and halved the relative wire size to

= 0.0226. This is evident, in kigure 30 from the improved agreement between

the measured and computed patterns,

Computed values' of the axial ratio on axis in the main beam are shown in

Fiugie-31." These are obtained from Equation (6)

I+t
-r

where r is the ratio of the right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized

components of the radi-ation pattern given by

I 1(1-k)

The axial ratio is best. (nearest unit-y) at the lowest operating frequency.

These results are comparable with those obtained with the helical beam antenna.

The comparison of, the measured patterns and the computed paLi.erns, allow-

ing for the differences in relative wire size. snows that The main beam radiation

pattern is predicted by the caicultations outlined in Chapter 5 based on the

theory of Chapter 4. This theoxy is b.sed upon an infinitely long antenna, The

effect'.of the length of the structure accounts for the difference between measured

and computed, results as dtscribed.in the next section.

6.3 Endfire Radiat.•on from the Backfnr4.Blfilar Helical Antenna

The endf ire radiation from the backfire bifila;y helical antenna is --

VA
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controlled by the root B of the determinantal equation. Values of this root

for the parameters used in the pattern calculations are shown in Figure 32.

In' this figure the normalized values of the root 1 have been

shifted to the right one unit to account for.-the difference between the

apparent phase constant as one travels along the wire and as one travels along

the helical axis. Thus zero corresponds to a circularly polarized traveling

wave of current traveling along' the positive z-axis from the origin.

Se Jo + a)z z <0

'The pattern produced by this distriv.tion is

00

B3-k cos 6-ja

In this equati'on I is proportional to the residue of I (B) at B = B . This.

T~, hecae orItoer , heslpeofZ() t i v~yIage ad 0iresidue is inversely proport~ional to the slope of •,(B) at- 8 =` B •Figure 10

/, h s . Iv

At the same time, (B -k) is very large when k is near k and decreases rapidly

as k increases. The computed patterns for BBH-l and BBH-2 show no radiation due

to B because (B -k) is too large. At the other end of the range of parameters,
20 . 0

d . ..

N. . .. "V
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BBH-7 shows little radiat'on due to S becauseI smal. 'The effect of0

relative wire size on this phenoenon is shown.din the patterns for BBH-3,

Figure 19. IA this figure the curve for the largest wiresie (8 =0..2) does

not have rsa4ation due to B "while the smallest wire (8"= 0.002) does., Endfire

~f. radiation due to B is also evident .in the paltterns for the.,bt4er models.

If the bifilar helical antenna is long. enough to support the feed

region current, the shape of the main beam is' not affent-oYd by truncation of

the structure. The radiation due to B is, however, controlled by .the
A0

length, L, of the antenna. Considering only the incident wave, Equation (50)

must be modified for the finite antenna as follows

f•-j(B'-k~ees O).+t]z

P (6) = I j e)o C ) Zdz

0
(51)

-[0(C/-k cos 0)+a]L
e -i

= Io -[j-B'-k cos ).•a
0

For vanishing a, the magnitude of P (0) at 0- i•

sin (13'-k)
PL(0) =2 1Iv/2 - -k

0

Thus when(Bo -k) L/2 is small the radiation \4.n the endfire direction is reduced

by the factor (B -k)L. ý

P L(0) (B 0-k)L P(O) (52)

The magnitude of P (6) at other angles is given by

PL(6) = IL sin x (53)

"L 0 X

where

x = (B'-k cos 0) L/2
o

',N,

' ..-
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This term and a similar one due to the reflection of the higher order waveguide

mode from the end of the antenna account for the back lobes in the measured

patterns and "scallops" pbserved on the main beam at the higher frequeneiel.

.No.-attempt is made here to obtatn an exact theoretical preduction of the effebt

of the length of the antenna since this requires a knowledge of the far field

phase pattern of the feed region currents,

The effect of helix length on the performance of the bifilar helical antenna

was studied experimentally. Figure 33 Aows some ,jypical patterns resulting

from changing the length of the backfire bifilar helical antenna. The size of

the back lobe decreases with length with little change in the main beam until

the antenna becomes too short to support the feed region currents. Shortening

the antenna beyond this point will generally broaden the main beam pattern.

Front-to-back ratios obtained for different lengths are shown in Figure 34.

Figures 33 and 34 are for BBH-2 at a frequency of 1.4 Gc. A similar set

o9f measurements was made, at the other end of the parameter range, for BBH-7.

For this antenna there was no measurable endfire radiation for any of the

lengths used in the measurements. This result is explainable when the calculated

value of B "is observed. For BBH-7 at.k = o.4T
0

-7
B -(l+k) < 1xl0

it would take a very long antenna indeed to show endfire radiation. In

general, a greater length of antenna is required at the lower frequencies than

at the higher frequencies, because of the slower rate of current decay,

observed in the near field amplitude measurements, near the critical frequency.

At frequencies well above the critical frequency, there is an optimum

length for the bifilar helical antenna for each frequency. This optimum

length is just that-required to support the feed region currents. A longer

( *1_
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LENGTH: 3 3/4 CELLS LENGTH = 6 3/4 CELLS
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F 1 400 Mc

LENGTH2r24 CELLS _________

Figure 33. Radiation Patterns Showing the Effect of
Changing the Length 'of' the Antenna,
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length will decrease the front-to-back ratio by ,increasing the radiation

due to B . At frequencies near the critical frequency the feed region current
f) o. 0

-penetrates the structure to a much greater de$#h. The lowest frequency that can

be used in the backfire mode on a particular model dependsupon the length of

the antenna. The required length changes very rapidly as the critical frequency

is approached so that the cutoff frequency, determined from the pattern measure-

ments on an antenna of a reasonable lengt;h 710-15 tUrns), is in error by less

than one percent. An infinitely long antenna is required to support the feed

region current at the cutoff frequency.

6.4 Other Experimental Results

Four invdstigations, supplemental to the main body of this study, are-

reported in this section. These investigations pare by no means exhaustive

and serve to suggest further work. The first of these is a study of the effect

of placing a conducting core on the axis of the helical antenna. The second

investigation is a study of high-grain backfire b1f.ilar helical antennas.

In the third experiment, a long slowly tapered helix is studied., and the last

study shows that a monofilar can be made to operate i.n the backfire mode.

The backfire bitfilar helical antenna, model BBH-4, has a diameter of 1.77

inches. The patterns obtained for this model, when a series of brass rods

were placed inside the helix and coaxial with it, are shown in Figure 35.

The core did not, extend beyond the feed point. The core diameters ranged

from 1/2 inch to 1 1/2 inch in diameter in 1/4-inch steps. The frequency, at

which these patterns were taken, is-one hundred megacycles below the frequency

given by %(l.5 Gc) for thi.'s model. When a I 1/2-inch core is used, the thick-

ness of the dielectric polystyrene, foam between 'the core and the wires is

0.11 inches. This is 0.013 wavelengths at the frequency of 1.5 Gc.

, , / ,,
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CORE DIAMETER = 0 CORE DIAMETER 1/2 1lNCI4
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Figure 3-5. Patterns of I3BH-4 With a conducting Cd~axial Core'ý
at f =1.4 G 0..
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The ma in beam of the patterns shows li.ttle'change with increasing core

diameter except for some asymmetry dueS'to misalignment of the core .axis and

some improvement in the'circular polarization on axis. The principal effect

of"the core is to increase the 'ecitation of the higher or~d Waveguiýdb mode.

"This is seen by the increase iil endfire'radiation. The increase in endfire

radiation is significant'only when the core. nearly fills the center of the

helix. It is expected that a further increase in core diameter would rapidly

change the character of the radiation pattern, but, for the core diameters

used in this investigation, surprisingly little effect was noted.

Backfire bifilar helical antennas with a large pitch angle tend to

give the greatest directivity. To provide more information on this property,

0two antennas were built with a pitch angle of 45 . BBH-Sa yas constructed of

number twenty-two wire wound on a 1-inch diameter plexiglass tube ,48inches

long. BBH-8b was constructed of number thirty-four wire wound on a 0.475-inch

diameter pyrex klasstube 48 inches long. The patterns obtained for these

antennas are shown in Figure 36.

0
The pattern for BBH-Ba.at 1.315 Gc has a 28 beamwidth. The length of the

antenna at this frequency is 5.35 wavelengths, Using the approximate relation

20betyeen beamwidth and gain given by Kraus ",the gain of. the antenna at this

frequency is 52,5 (17.2db), This gives a ratio of gain to length in wavelehgths

of 9.82. The pattern for BBH-86' at 2.575 Gc is 20 , and the length of the antenna

at this frequency is 10.45 wavelengths. 'Pe gain of the antenna is 103.14

(21.1db), and the gain-to-length ratio is 9.9. This result can be.compared with

the expression given by Schelkunoff and Friis 2 1 for the ga~in.of a long array of

isotropic radiatorsin terms of its length,. '

g"= 7.2 L/

I N'I!

'1 . .. . .. . __ _ ? . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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Figure_ 36. High-Gain Patterns Measured,.for BBH-8
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ThiS gain results when Hansen-Woodyard excess phase shift is useddin the array.

The backfire bifilar helix provided a gain about 1.375-timts. g9rat without

side lobes. If side lobes were permitted as shown for'the lowei 'frequencies,

the gain is increased 1.7 times. The backfire bifilar helices are ,obviotislyj

supergain antennas when operated near-the critical frequency. The usual.

instability associated with supergain atitennas takes the form of A very rapid

widening of the beam with inoreasing frequency. One half percent increase in

0
frequency increases the beam width 2 .

In an attempt to retain some part of the high-gain performance of the

antenna described above 'and at the same time increase the band width, a 8-foot

long antenna was built, tapered from one-half inch diameter at one end to

one-inch diameter at the other end. A Rexolite number 1422 core was used with

0number thirty-two.wire wound at a pitch angle of 45°. The patterns obtained

for this antenna are shown in Figure 37. This antenna has an average gain of

36(15.5db) in a 'five percent ban4 width. Thus tapering the helix slows the

rate with which its patterns vary with frequency and at the same time reduces

the maximum gain that can be achieved. This is the result expected since this

antenna corresponds to a conical log-spiral antenna with a very small cone angle.

A backfire monofilar. helix was constructed"to show that the nomofilar

helix will also operate in the backfire mode. This'model used the parameters

of BBH-2. The conductor in this case was a Microdot cable, which was also

used to carry energy from the feedpoint to the receiver. At the feedpoint,

the Microdot cable was brought radially from the parameter of 'the helix to

the. axis. The center conductor of the cable was connected to the center of a

straight wire ten-centimeters long placed on the axis of the helix. The patterns

obtained for the monofilar helix are shown in Figure 38. These patterns are very

Jr

'I,. .
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Figure 38.. Radiation Patterns, Measured for a, Backf'ire'
Monofilar Helix
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similar to those obtained for the bif ilar aptenna, BBH-2. This demonstrates

that the monofilar helix, will operate in the backfirt6 mode, although it is

more difficult to feed than the bifilar helix.

gA
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I 7. CONCLUSION

The object of this research was to provi.de ,,an,,rtica' model of the
bakfr biia rdc

backfire bifilar . hekical- antenna that could be used to predic 4 -he radiation 1
"charecteristics of thiss ýntenna. The model described here was shown to fulfill

this objective. ¶the jstudy went beyond this objective i"'providing a detailed

Sexperimental study of the radiation patterns of the antenna.

In this research the radiation patterns were obtained using the known

determinantal equation for the helical waveguide. This equation wasfactorized

by the Wiener-Hopf technique- to provide the Fourier transform of the current

distribution on the semi-infinito helix. The radiation pattern was related to

this Fourier spectrury I A

Two regions in the frequency spectrum of the backfire bifi'ar helix were

shown totbe important. It was shown that at the lower frequencies the bifilar

helix operates as awaveguide. Above the cutoff frequency of the principal

waveguide mode, the bifilar helix operates as a circularly polarized backfire

antenna.

The radiation characteristics of this antenna were shown to be determined

by the feed region current. This current decays with distance along the

structure. The near field has a phase progression directed toward the:,feedpoint.

The distance to which the feed region current penetrates the structure was shown

to decrease with frequency.

The phase pattern of the antenna was not obtained in the calculations

because of the"long numerical integration involved in its computation. This

prevented a more accurate accounting of the endfire radiation from the antenna.

The good agreement between measured and computed results reaffirmed the validity

"",of the approximations used in the beginning of the analysis.

,. '..
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This study of the backfire bifilar helical antenna is important for

several reasons. Not 4the least of these is the fact thatthe antenna is a

useful, practical device in itself. It provides ciicularly polarized-fields

,with a single lobed pattern of almost any desired gain, When jitch angles
0..

near 45° are used, the antenna can provide circularly polarized fields with a

pattern that is omnidirect'ional"in azimuth with high vertical directivity.

if i is inconvenient to provide a balanced feed for this antenna, it can be

fed from a coaxial line run inside one of the helical conductors to the
0

feedpoint on the axis. The decay of the feed region current,,will keep antenna

.currents from flowing on the unbalanced feed line.

This study provides further ihsight into the operation of the conical

log-spiral antenna, and it is the firsts,.simply periodic backward wave or

backfire antenna for which a theoretical solution has been obtained. The

study of other typei of periodic antenna structures that operate in the

backfire mode will aid in understanding the operation of known log-periodic

antennas"and will suggest new ones. These structures are important in

themselves for their unidirectional single lobe patterns and their frequency

scanning characteristics, as well as for the insight they give in the operation

of log-periodic antennas.

"The existence of a decaying.backward wave current in the feed reginn

suggests"That the patterns of the backfire helix can be explained in terms

of improper (decaying) helical waveguide modes. An investigation along these

lines is now in progress.by another investigator. The results of such an

analysis may be simpler in interpretation than the present analysis.

Another line of inquiry-suggested by this work concerns the effect of a.

"conducting core on the axis of the helical antenna. In this study it was shown
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that the helical conductors could be.ýlaced remarkably. close to the conducting,

ore with little degradation of performance. This study should be extended.to

other helix parameters. Tbh effect of extending the conducting core beyond the

feedpoint should be investigated. A backfire monofilar helix fed against a

conIucting central core should also be investigated.

* (The study of long slowly tapered bifiiar helices should be extended. The

results of this study.combined with results obtained for the conical log-spjral

antenna would establish The relation between •ain, band width, and size over

the entire spectrum of helical or conical log-spiral parameters. The conical

log-spiral antenna is known to have practically constant characteristics over

ten-to-one or greater band widths. This antenna in theusual range of parameters

hps considerably less gain than can be obtained by a sl Oly tapered hel'ix, while

the slowly tapered helix has .a relatively smaller band width.

It is characteristic of a study of a new device that many diverging courses

of investigation are suggested. A few of these, that were suggested during the

study of the backfire bifilar helical antenna, are described above. However,

the major effort in this investigation was concentrated on the study of the

radiation patterntof the antenna. In this wqy it has been possible to provide

information on this aspect of the problem over on extensive range of parameters.

. ,, , -j
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APPENDIX A

A FOURIER TRANSFORM

'The Fourier t ansform of the free space Green's function specializd: to

'the L1iix is important to, the development of the..analysis of the backfire

bifilar helical antenna, This transform is easily related to the transform

of the function .

•exp(jk[A2-
2 AB cos (hITz) + B2 + (z-d)2]I/2)

2 (Z) 1/2 (A-1)
[A 2-2AB cos (4PTz) + B + (z-d)]

This function is periodic in u = 4lTz and car•l be expanded in, the Fourier series

() jn( z) exp(jk[A 2-2AB cos u+B2 +(z-d) du (A-2)

91 2T =0 2 2 *2 2
JA -2AB cos u+B (-d21)

If we take the Fourier transform (Equation A-2) and change the order of inte-

gration, the resulting expression is

-i6) 1 -jn' 2o jnnT exp(jk[A2 -2AB cos u+B 2 +(z-d) 2 ] 1 / 2) j(B-nT)z2- 2 1/2 ej (nT.Zdzdy'

47 2 n=- [A2_ -2AB cos u+B2 +(z-d) 2 ]

Using the result listed in Magnus and Oberlhettinger 22 this expression becomes

S e- jn ejnuH(l) ([k 2 (B-nT)2 1/ 2 [A2 -2AB cos u+B2 
1 1/2ej(B-nT)d

1 n=-S o o dy

Thu addition theorem for the Hankel function, applied to the expression, gives

CO1 (B- n) d- noo 0. (m
S L eJ[-n)d-n J (B[k22(B-m]/H()(A[2- 2]/2 j(m+n)u
8o' n0'
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Int)erchanging the order of integration with summation and using the orthogonality

of the expone tial function allows the result to be written

2k 2 H l/2(l1'221 ej (B+MT)ý"0jMc9l (B)= E Jm (Bk- (B-mT(r• 2(1A-(3A) L Bm)2]12 'J(+'.;• m

This expression is valid wfier B is less than A. If A is smaller it is

necessary to interchange A and B. If A equals B the series does not converge.

A similar result was obtained by Phillips2 3 another,.way, H gives an extensive

discussion of the conveygence of this series.
. /v .

If g2 is deduced from g \ in\\Equation (A-l) by changing the sign of the

cosine term, g2 can, be deduced from g by changing the sign of all odd numbered
21

terms

B- 00 )2 l/2 (1) 2 1/2
92(B) L (-l)m Jm(B -(-m)2/) H(') (A[k2(B-nT) /)

M=-00 (A-4)

C ej(B+mT) deJ jm

These transfdi'ms, then, have the sum

""21• 1 -- (B• 2 (BT)2 l1/2) H(1) (Ak 2  2  2 2

Z2(B)+gl (B) =2 L'i ] inj -(-T I HmnAk( T)]l)

1(53+mT)d .ira4

and the. difference

* 2_ 2 1/2 (1) 2_ /g1 (B)- 2(B) _- 1 • (B(3 _(S3_PT)] ) H (A[k (_3ýpT)
2 p p

(A-6)• .j(g•pt)d jpý
p=2n1+l 

.e

/1J
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Finally, the Fourier transform of the complex conjugate of g(z) is deduced from

g(5) by replacing the Hankel funct'f6n of the first kind, H with the Hankel
. •'(2)

function of the second kindH

//

A/

J\

_ _ __ _ _ I i/
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APPENDIX B 2
THE RELATION BETWEEN THE FOURIER SPECTRUM OF A LINEAR

CURRENT DISTRIBUTION.AND ITS RADIATION PATTERN

The vector potential'of a linfar curient distribution along the-a-axis

is giveh by

A(r) g (r, Z) I dZ (B-i)

where u is the direction of the current elements and .

exp(-jk((r sin 6) 2 +(z-r cos )2] 1/2

2 2
414(r sin 6)2+(z-r cos 6)2]

By Parseval's theorem this is equivalent to

Aj
A A(r) = U 271 G (r, 8B) T(B) dB (B-2)

where
1 ejBz

6(3) - • I(z) dz

and

r, E);. = f g* (r, E; z) eJBZdx

' H"

This is the same Fourier transform pair used in Appendix A. In this case,

.... ,(1) 2. 2./ jfr COS 6

G(r ;3) JL"H C r sin 0[k2-32] /2) ej~r

Thus Equation (B-a) is
00

fjC F (2) 2_2i -j~r cos 6
A(r) - H sin [k-]/) B I(1) e d3 (B-3)

-co

To obtain the radiation pattern from this expression, it is necessaryonly to

obtain an asymptotic estimation f.or the integral valid for large r. This'is
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accomplished by replacing the Hankel':4lnction with the first term of its asymp-

totic form and by initrodkcing the change of variables defined by

:k cos a (B-4)

Equation (B-3) now becomes

J7/4 • -Jk r cos (U-0)
u.ir -ike 2i e 'Asin a I (k cos a) da (B-5)

S •~k rsin esin a

This can be evaluated, using the method of Van der Waerden1 I by introducing

the change of variables

U =j os (aC-) , 3

= kr

j du

giving

e-u
A(r) z P(u) e du (B-6)

c

where

P(u) kej/4 2 sin . I(k cos L.)
4 /'kr sin 8

and C is the path that extends to the right on both sides of the branch point

at u,= j. The contribution on the branch ppint then is

• A(r) 2 (i2-j liraM'/' U-3' •. u-
uPu

2 Tkl/ u--• "J"/ (

k7 1r J7/-k

-j'kr
e~'- 1 .(k cos O)



We have deduced by a lo'g-amnd complicated argument the..well kno.wn result that

'N.[

the current distribution of a line source and its radiat'ion patte'rf are Fouri er

transform pairs. This result is more easily obtained by assuming thqat r is much

•.larger than.,zin.Equation (B-1) giving.

11-jkr 01

A Or) - 9" 11k co '(z)' d

This more direct approanhg however, is valid only when the current has finite

€11

.Theorem X of 9Paley and Wiener* s~tates that Its Fo~rier spect-rum is entire..

The current spectrum then will contribute no s'ingularities,,of its own to P(u)

in Equation (dt-6)b If the current distribution is not finitep its spectrum

may have singularities of its own that must be considered in the evaluation r fi,

Equation (B-6)i

.Mathematically, such additional singul~arities can be handled by the method

of Van der Waerdenll Physically., they are usually interpreted as surface

waves guided by the structure, The contribution of the branch point at u = j

might be called the "spa~e wave" of the distributilon. It is t.llis "square wave"

that wmovediridentified with the radiation patterns of a current distribution

in this study.

• . ',
ifo

Thoe o ae adWeer tts htis ore'setu i nie
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Should Read
Page 9, Equation (1) Exr =- k- Axr

Page 9, Equation (2) A(r) ff G(r, /) I( ') dv

Page 9, Last Equation G(r ) xp [-jkl )- '-]

on Page 47 •r-•I'

Page 13, Equation (4)
First Line

A (r) ,- +JIT cos % G J (p)[I(k cos 04.(n-l)T) -I(k cos e4.(n4.1) )ejný
x o n

n even

Page 17, First Equation pl = (b cos rz ., b sin Tz , z )

Page 46, First Equation R ([(-nf) 2 2 1-/2 0

Page 53, Second Equation

2 (m.) (2m)
(,,z .l[(2m) .]3 f ( )

Page 55, Equation (45) 2 Y4e-4X
-k ct 2''csx 2 -2x y4e-4 2 -2x
Line 3- cot2 cosh x [ln(l-y e- ) + _ - y e72 y4

sin L/2 (B'-k)
Page 90., Third Equation P L(0) = 2 1 0 0
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